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Students will pay for financial aid's foul-up
by R. Scott Horner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Because of a miscalculation at the
UCF financial aid office, roughly 600
students working for the university
face a pay cut this semester and some
may lose their jobs, according to UCF
Financial Aid Acting Director Roseann
Bailey.
Bailey said the formula used to estimate the amount of lottery funds to go
to UCF during the 1988-89 school year
was inaccurate.
The difference between the
formula's estimated lottery receipts
and the actual receipts was about
$300,000 according to Bailey.
Because of this, she said, all awards
of$1,000 or more to Institutional Work
Study and College Work Study students this semester will be reduced by
$200.
Bailey also said all student employees on CWSP and IWSP will have to be
terminated on April 27.
Although CWSP will resume on July

1, 1989, IWSP will not, according to
Bailey.
The Work Study Program is divided
in two areas: Institutional and College
Work Study Programs.
CWSP money is awarded to students who show a financial need. The
money is given to them in the form of
hourly wages for work they perform for
the university.
IWSP is similar to CWSP, but the
student does not have to show a financial need.
CWSP is mostly funded through the
federal government. Both programs
are funded through the Florida Lottery
and the UCF Financial Aid Fee Fund,
which comes from tuition receipts.
"When you make a commitment, you
do everything to meet it, but if the
funds aren't there, you can't do that,"
Bailey said. ''The money that we
thought we were getting didn't come.
We couldn't take back money already
paid [grants and scholarships] so we
SEE CUTS PAGE 5
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Suzanne Free is a student assistant for the financial aid office. She will be one of the
few work-study students who will keep their job over the summer.

ampa1gn allegations
u true, Rausch says
lowing the Feb. 23 election and
neither Rausch or Boucher
made themselves a vailable for
Scott Rausch, a candidate in comment at that time.
Sen. Cathy Taylor, a Fred
last month's student body election, disputes allegations from Schmidt and Chris Toutikian
political opponents of position supporter, said Rausch flipflopped on the
flip-flopping and
Athletic Fee ininappropriate
crease issue.
campaign behavResponding to
ior by his staff.
Taylors critiRausch was
.cism, Rausch
accused of changsaid, "It'sjustnot
ing his position
true. I was at the
on the athletic
same position on
fee increase isthe athletic fee as
sue, which he
I was two months
said he opposed
ago .. .I was never
all along.
in support of the
Supporters of
increase.''
the Rausch and
Sen. Taylor
Scott Rausch
Matt Boucher
represents t e
campaign were
also accused by members of the Brevard area campus. She
opposing campaign of ripping said she was approached by
down campaign materials and students at Brevard who said
distributing "slander sheets." Rausch, campaigning on the
Rausch said being accused campus, had reversed his posiof lying to students about the tion on the athletic fee inathletic fee increase offended crease by tellmg them he had
Accordhim, shocked his friends and always opposed it.
was harder to take than the ing to Taylor, a Feb. 23 article
in The Central Florida Future
election loss itself.
"I really pride myself in had misrepresented her as
beingagoodguy,"he said. "I've saying she had witnessed the
got a lot offriends that come to incidents.
Taylor says that, due to an
me because of my honesty and
friendship. n
illness, she was not at the
Many of the accusations
SEE RAUSCH PAGE4
were made immediately folby Lance Turner
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SPRING BREAK?
Despite our nasty weather, some students were able to enjoy themselves and get a good game of
volleyball in. To find out what other students did, read the feature story on page 3.
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"Steroids took a lot of things away from me.
They took my health, my family ... a lot of good
years when I could have been a happy person,"
former professional boxer Bob Hazelton said to
a large, hushed crowd at the Wild Pizza on
March 1. After fourteen leg amputations, two
heart attacks, and four bypass surgeriesHazelton says they are all a direct result of his
sixteen-year use of steroids-he now travels
full time discussing his various experiences

W

•

I

•

I S

with others.
According to Hazelton, he left home at seventeen to become a football player. After early
success as an amateur boxer, he changed his
career goal from football to boxing. CBS approached him for his first major fight, a bout
with George Foreman.
At this point, Hazelton says, while training
in England, he began to use steroids to gain
weight and muscle. Although he lost the Foreman fight, he continued his career as a profesSEE STEROIDS PAGE 9

SPORTS

OPINION

NEWS CLIPS

• Phil Carter resigns as
men's basketball coach.
The UCF baseball team is
on an eight-game win ning
streak and both UCF basketball teams finish their

•This week Opinion complains about the shortcomings of Spring Break. Letter-writers speak out about
the Ayatollah's death
threat, Karl Marx and the ·
UCF Gay Club.
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Any beer brewed with natural hops has a natural enemy. The sun. Because
when exposed to light, it takes on a "skunky" smell. And a worse taste.
Bud's one beer that's made the natural way. With no additives or preseivatives.
So we make sure it never sees the light of day. It's brewed in the dark. And
packaged in a brown bottle, to keep it that way.
•L
So next time you reach for a cold Bud, you can count on
e.\)V®~
that consistently clean, crisp taste. Because quality isn't 1~\$ ~~~
something we take lightly.
~~ 8
Light protection. It's just one of the reasons why
Budweiser has remained the King of Beers®for over 11 Oyears.

"VV•
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•
•

WAYNE DENSCH, INC. ~
851-7100

UCF REP ERIC ERICKSON · 425·7005
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•

•
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Homosexuality lecture draws few
transsexual, is the president of a Christian
organization called Eleutheros.
Rogers lives in Orlando and has an office in
Despite the recent controversies about Winter Park. He said one-third of his year is
homosexuality at UCF, the turnout at a lecture spent speaking for Eleutheros on lecture tours
giving a Christian view of the issue was small. across the country and around the world.
Two form er h omosexuals, J ohn Morgan and
Eleutheros also airs television and radio
Sy"?" ars, spoke March 1 on campus to a mostly shows where homosexual-related issues are
Chns"- ' n crowd of about 30 people.
addressed with a Christian perspective .
l\t organ and Rogers were brought to campus
According to Rogers, he has been on the Phil
by"•- TTCF InterVarsity Christian FP.llowship Donahue Show, the Sally Jesse Raphael show
orga"'ization.
and is in negotiations with the Oprah Winfrey
Ir ~ :Varsity ?resident Dan Dr:Jcn said he Show.
He said he is accepted very well when he
did not und ers'tand the small turn-oui "1 would
~ike "1..1 have seen E"'me of the gay community tours. "Some pro-gay groups even distribute our
show up." Scott. E enry, large group coordinator literature."
UCF psychology major Kristin Markum
for In•.erVarsity, said, 'wth all the vehemence
an 1 1-.:acwoa and rema K.s we saw in the Future said, "I felt he [Rogers] was very sensitive to the
. r l L ~one showed up ... lt vas Jund of disaphomC'I ~exual community and that he didn't
it.~· 5."
condemn them. I think that everyone here
:· crording to Henry, the organization ex- learned something. If it wasn't about homo. eC'l;~d a lurge gathering and set up 150 chairs sexuality, it was about themselves."
. n +.he Stiident Center Auditorium.
Karen Hill, a graduate student in communi1 his lecture, Rogers said, "Not everybody
cative disorders, said, "We as Christians need
who is gay wants to be gay. We want to dispel to share with them [homosexuals] and build
that misconception."
relationships with them. We need to love them
He said he did not want to condemn gays. as we love all people."
"My issue is to meet gays and give them the
Dodge said of the people who did show up, "I
whole truth."
was happy that they had the chance to underRogers said he was able to change from his stand gays ... to be able to relate more to them."
According to Henry, InterVarsity will try to
homosexual lifestyle to a heterosexual one
through the help of GQd.
bring Rogers and Morgan back to UCF if the
Rogers, a former homosexual, prostitute and issue of homosexuality heats up again.
by R. Scott Horner
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Sy Rogers, former homosexual, spoke March 1 to a group of
students, sponsored by lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship.

Hard Times for students stuck in the library during Spring Break '89
I've ever had to do this."
According to Drees, ms senior courses are much more
While most University of demanding than courses in
Central Florida students hit other years. "They gave us
the beach during spring break, enough work to where we
a dedicated few stayed in the almost have to work over the
university library and rut the break," he said.
books.
He also said he will spend
"My first 3 years in school I most of the week in the library
never would have thought of but had planned a Daytona
even opening a book during trip this weekend.
spring break," Mike Drees, a
Marnie Mahan, a sophosenior in industrial engineer- more English major, said: "I
ing, said. 'This is the first time found that a lot of my profes-

sors came up with things for us
to do. I guess they wanted to
keep us busy."
Even though she was assigned to read a few chapters
for her humanities and econom1cs classes, write a research paper for humanities
and finish Dickens' Hard
Times, Mahan said, "I'm not
going to work every second of
spring break."
Finance junior Steve
Siegfried said he used the
break to catch up with his

studies.
According
to
Siegfried, he spent the first
weekend of the break in Daytona racing ms motorcycle. "I'll
go back next weekend," he
said.
Freshman aerospace engineering major Mike Starkey's
extracurricular responsibilities kept him on campus.
"rm in crew and we have
practice two times a week," he
said, "so I can't go anywhere.
"I'd rather be at the beach."
Starkey said he spent his

spare time studying for ms
classes.
Marketing junior Suzie
Davis and business management junior Terri Miller were
in the library Wednesday as it
rained outside. They were
working on a group project for
their technical report writing
class.
"If the weather was better,
I'd be at the beach, but as long
as the weather keeps like this
we'll have an 'A' project," Davis
said, laughing.

calculators in class.
Forty percent of the professors favored the use of calculators, while 43 percent opposed
their use.

Houston and Orlando. The
gifts are in addition to earlier
African works from the Victor
DuBose estate in New York,
from William and Alice Jenkins, of Winter Park, and from
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Eliscu, of
Orlando.
"We now have a quite respectable collection of African
arts," said Wahlman.
In addition, a sizeable collection of contemporary arts
has been given to UCF by
Judith Alexander, of Atlanta.
It includes over 150 paintings,
photographs, prints and sculptures by contemporary American artists as well as Southern
folk art. She is known for
having discovered the AfroAmerican painter, Nellie Mae
Rowe, and at one time was
owner and director of the Alexander Gallery in Buckhead,
Atlanta.
All gifts to the UCF permanent art collections are cata·logued into a computer so that
information can be retrieved
by artist, date, medium, value
and location. The art itself is
on exhibit in selected campus
areas and is used in teaching
exrubits.

annual foreign language festival March 17 and 18.
Cultures, food, music and
dances of other lands will
abound while students from
elementary schools to community colleges test their foreign
language skills.
"The purpose of the festival
is to broaden student and
public awareness of world language and cultures, and to
demonstrate the reality and
necessity of glqbal interdependence for the sake of world
peace and international understanding," John DiPierro,
festival director, said.
The festival will feature
displays of cultural literature
and artifacts, national music
and nat ive costume typifying
the cultural heritage of various language, cultural signing
and dancing, as well as band
music from different parts of
the world.
Admission to the festival is
free. Additional information
can be obtained from calling
275-2466.

Wild Pizza.
Speakers will include Jeffery Eisenach of the Heritage
Foundation in Washington
D.C.; Donald Lykkebak, a trial
attorney; Bob Vogel, Libertarian Party Representative; and
Mike Brick, member of the
Florida Department of Law
Enforcement.

by R. Scott Horner
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TAKE THAT MATH

(CPS) Math courses mean
big bucks after students
graduate, according to a recent
U.S. Department of Education
study.
Men who took four math
courses in college earned 11
percent more than their peers
who didn't, the department
reported in mid-February.
Women who took computer
sciences or statistics classes
earned 14 percent more than
those without a math background, the research showed.
'Dhey didn't even have to be
whizzes to profit from the
St ud ents wh o
cour ses.
scraped through the math
courses with a "D" still had
fatter paychecks later than
grads who h ad "As" in other
classes.
The department tracked
the academic and work careers
of 12,600 rugh school students
from 1972 on to find the mathto-money relationship.
But while math was proving
its value in the marketplace,
ways of teaching it in the classroom were still debatable.
Math professors surveyed
recently by the Educational
Testing Service split almost
evenly about the question of
whether students should use

•

ARTGIFTS

The value of the University
of Central Florida permanent
art collection has risen an estimated $90,000 with the acceptance of four new gifts ranging
from the primitive to modern.
Much of the collections will
be on exhibit once UCF's
planned Fine Arts Center is
complete and new galleries are
available, said Dr. Maude S.
Wahlman, art department
chair.
Included among the newest
gifts is "The Art Cen ter," a
large sculpture formed from
computer boards, by Maitland
folk artist John Gerdes. An
exhibit of his paintings and
sculpture is planned for this
summer on campus.
Fourteen textiles from Guatemala were added to previous
gifts of the materials by Ray
Senuk, of St. Louis, a classmate ofWahlman's at Yale. A
textile exhibit, including complete costumes, is slated for
1990.
African arts were con trib- • FOREIGN FESTIVAL
uted by the Brams family, of
UCF is hosting the third

•CAREER DAV

The Office of Equal Opportunity will present a career
day March 18 to showcase
available career jobs on campus.
The9a.m. to2p.m.program
at the UCF Administration
Building will offer prospective
employees the opportunity to
obtain applications, explore
career paths, take typing exams required for clerical and
secretarial positions, and
learn of benefits available to
university employees.
Applications will be processed immediately. There also
will be individual caree: guidance sessions.
Information on student
admission to UCF will also be
• LEGALIZING DRUGS
The Economics Club is available.
For additional information
sponsoring a debate on the
topic of "The Economics of on UCF Career Day contact
Legalizing Drugs," March 16 the Office of Equal Opportufrom 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the nity at 275-2348.

'
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RAUSCH
FROM PAGE 1

GREAT AMERICAN

I

AMERICAN

SMOKEOUT

f~·

campus during the campaign.
Her original statement was
that she had been informed of
the incidents.
Rausch's position :...s executive advisor to Student Body
President Denver Stutler put
him in the center of the athletic fee increase issue, alStudent Legal Services provides
though it appears Rausch was
students with an assistance in select.ed
not aware of the controversy
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
surrounding the issue until
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
the end of the fall semester.
uncont.est.ed dissolutions. You can
Stutler said he first spoke
receive attorney consultation and
with Rausch about the athletic
representation free of charge t.o
fee increase in December.
Rausch said he consistently
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
suggested to Stutler that the
stop by SC 210 for more information or
increase was "overwhelming,
an appointment.
and students aren't going to go
for it."
Stutler said, "prior to the
Problems with?
Need?
ultimate compromise" Rausch
spoke against it, "but I think
he was as comfortable as I was
with the final outcome."
The increase issue arose
last fall when the athletic fee
committee approved a recommendation for a $6.15 per
credit hour fee. It evolved into
Police?
a controversy when students
opposed the increase. The the
Board
of aRegents
eventually
approved
modified
proposal , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

$~!s~:i.percredithourwitha
The most outspoken
Schmidt/ Toutikian supporter
making other accusations was
student Sen. Fernando Santos, who called for an apology
from h'is counterparts.
He went on at length, criticizing Rausch/Boucher and
their supporters for ripping
down signs and distributing
what he called "slander
sheets".
The opposing campaign
headlined the pages, which
contained information about
Schmidt's voting record and
years of involvement in student government, "Fact
Sheets."
Rausch agrees with the
accuracy of the sheets, but
said neither he nor Boucher
was responsible for their content or distribution.
Rausch said some of his
supporters did hand out the
sheets and he knew the people
responsible for their creation.
Rausch would not divulge the
names of the sheets' authors.
Santos also criticized the
opposition for destroying 30 of
the SchmidtJToutikian signs
and three of their banners,
although Santos said he only
witnessed one of the incidents.
In response Rausch said,
"Matt and I didn't rip down
their banner," and he was not
aware of any members of his
campaign who did.
"We missed over 300 banners," Rausch said, "but you
didn't see us crying about it."
He said Santos was a "baby
and
brainwashed"
by
Schmidt.
Rausch said he will stay in
student government, and .
plans to run for president
again Q.ext year.

ASAR

Anorexii:

the
thin

obsession
Fear of gaining the slightest weight. Frequent
fasting. An obsession with dieting. Any of these
"' "~-~~.,,,.i symptoms could be a sign of anorexia- and a
warning to get help. The kind provided by our
Eating Disorders Program. So if you or someone
you care for suffers with this problem, call us and strike a healthy balance.

~ Florida Hospital
~ Altamonte

897-1616

_ J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

_

_

"No matter how
bad they are,
Gf allUllla
r1
1oves
to hear the
~.

•

latest J.OkeS•''
a.t<-:----~i--~=------.,--.,.....,,..,..,,....----

•

•

•
•
•

•
If you'd lik to know mor
about AT&T pr du t and
· rvi , lik th AT&T Card
all u at 1 00 22 ~ -03 00 .

•
•

•

ATs.T

•

The right choice.
•

•

•
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Serid for your free catalog
Free Catalog
Box 37000

the student's employment or financial aid will cut$400from
pay the student through the their pay.
FROM PAGE 1
"They are pulling the rug
individual department's
~
~
Other Personnel Services ac- out from under us ... With all
count (OPS).
their fancy computers, why
had to take it from WSP."
Bailey said there are apEileen Atkinson, adminis- couldn't they anticipate this
proximately 866 WSP stu- trative secretary for the UCF much sooner?" Wiertelak
dents at UCF. Students in Educational Services Depart- asked.
both programs may have been ment, said she does not have
Senior Staff Aide for Stucounted twice, making it diffi- any 0 PS funds to carry Kris dent Affairs David Latour said
cult to find the exact number. Benham, her only IWSP stu- he works with eight WSP stuShe said, "Probably one- dent, through the summer.
dents and, "it really puts a
fourth won't feel [the reduc"We'll be hurting ... We de- pinch on us. n
tion] at all because they won't pend very heavily on her
Latour said the whole camearn the $1,000 amount any- work ... and that is a longtime pus may feel these cuts since
way." She also said students for the department to go with- the services provided by WSP
students around campus will
who are affected and need out help," Atkinson said.
Benham, an exceptional have to be reduced or cut.
more financial aid can apply
Bailey said she sympafor a Perkins loan.
education major, said, "I think
To meet the reduced award it was really unfair to cut us. thizes with the departments
They should have calcu- that will have to face cutbacks.
amoilnts, Bailey is advising
UCF employers to lower the lated the amount they had all She said, "we're hit just as bad
work hours of their WSP stu- along.
as they are."
Bailey said that of the 29
dents until the semester is
"It was their error, and we
over.
shouldn't be punished for it." WSP and OPS students workIf the student worker has
Mary Wiertelak and her ing in the financial aid office,
already reached their reduced husband Eric are both WSP she will be able to keep only
award limit, Bailey is advising students working for the psy- four or five through the sumemployers to either terminate chology department. She said mer using her OPS account.

CUTS

**•¥¥¥¥*~t~i'~~••

•
•

SPORTS PUB
3853 E. Colonial Dr. located at the comer of
Herndon & Colonial
(across from the AMC Fashion Village 8 theaters)

•

898-7972
Hours 11-2 am
• DAILY DRINK AND LUNCH SPECIALS
• 8' SCREEN TV
• POOL TABLES, GAMES & DARTS
•
•
•
•

DANCING & ENTERTAINMENT
LIVE DJ (Wednesday & Saturday nites)
FULL SERVICE BAR
RAW OYSTER BAR, SHRIMP AND
SANDWICHES

Ie

( "we shuck 'em ... you suck 'em" )

THURSDAY - COLLEGE NIGHT
"Beat the Clock"
50 ¢ Draft $3.75 Pitchers
"DON'T MISS THE
FUN AND ACTION"

•

College Students:
FUNDS

OR:

Are now available for yor
EDUCATION
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING
Scholarships•, Fellowships•, Grants•

YOUR ELIGIBILITY IS GUARANTEED!
Regardless of fmmcial status or academic performance.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL :

1-800-823-8328

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 11 AM-4 PM

ACADl!.MIC FINAClAL ADVISORY PROGRAM

Withi:~eeks

I r1· I

A fabulous spread of 80 delicious items,
soups, hot appetizers, salads, salad fixins
and desserts. And because you serve yourse~lf~,~~
~~Lit's as fast as you want it to be.

[•II)

No Deposit --No Cash up Front

~~~

IFYOU
1. Enrolled in College
2. Work At Least Part Time
3. Earn A Minimum of $500 Per Month
4. Do not Have A History of Bad Credit

1-800-245-4222 Ext. VISA

ANDRE C. JAKUBOWSKI, M.D., P.A.

'

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Infertility & Laser Colopscopy
With First Office Visit

FREE PAP
&:

10% Discount for
Students

CHECK YOUR LOCAL
WHITE PAGES FOR
APONDEROSA
NEAR YOU.

NearU.C.F.
4063 N. Goldenrod Rd.
- Suite 5 Winter Park, FL 32792
FOR APPOIN1MENT CALL

© 1988 Pondcrosa, Inc.

(407) 679-5533

Grand Bu fet at participating locations
We know the value of a good family meal.'"

)
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HONORARY DEBATERS:
~

I

JEFF EISENBACH

Visiting Fellow Heritage Foundation

DON LYKKEBAK

Orlando Trial Attor_
ney

I

•
I

I
I
I
I

BOB VOGEL

•
I
I
I
I

MIKE BRICK

••

Vice Chairn1an Libertarian Party
Florida Department of Law Enforcement

HOSTED BY:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ECONOMICS CLUB
MARCH16

4:00pm
at the WILD

PIZZA

I
Sponsored b y the ODE and the Economics Club
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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•
•

: ADMISSION
•
~

r:fc.~,s

:
:

$1.\}

'!»

: tvo1v

•

. . . . sru.

:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Florida Symphony Orchestra

.:

Music Workshop

•
•
Thursday, March 16
•
•
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•

.•
~

:

•

$10 'DEtvrs :
•

SCA
----

:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

.__-SCHEDULE OF EVENTS--__.
2pm-4pm OPEN REHEARSAL
4pri1-5:30pm PANEL DISCUSSION

*

8:00pm PUBLIC CONCERT *

: * * * ....................................................:
.

:...................... GUEST CONDUCTOR . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . :

:
•

•

.

.

* Ellen Taaffe Zwilich *

••
Student Center Auditorium
•
•• ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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MEET YOUR STUDENT SENATORS

Let's face it. You pay tuition like everyone else and when
thete's an increase, you most likely want to know where that
money will go. Perhaps you feel that there should be something
done about parking on campus because the other day, you
found your front bumper buried in soft sand. Maybe you're
a concerned student who wants to become involved in Student
Government .b ut don't know how to get in. If this sounds like
you and you're interested in talking to the decision makers at
UCF, come out this Wednesday night and meet your senators.
They'll introduce you to the issues.

March 15, 1989

Wild Pizza

9:00pm

Free Food & Drinks Served.

l'hnt("llrt1l'

WE'RE HERE!
COME TALK
.WITH US!

Along with home delivery of Pizza
Hut delicious pizza, we have opportunities on afternoons, evenings and
weekends for conscientious

PREP COOKS
You'll prepare, cook and cut our
pizza products to customer specifications, and assist dispatcher when
necessary

DRIVERS
Will deliver to homes and businesses
as necessary in a friendly, courteous
mar;mer. You must be able to properly
accept customer payment and provide accurate change, as well as
handle customer problems graciously
and/or refer them to the Unit Manager.
If you are interested, please apply in
person

Enter t11e Zenith Data Systems

MASTERS of
INNOVATION
COMPETITION
Win a $5,000* Zenitl1 Computer System.

SEMORAN MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
1080Woodcock Road, Suite: 210
Orlando, Florida 32803

(407) 896-4573

Competition Ends March I, 1989. Void Where Prohibited.

~NITNldata

systems

HIE OUALIN GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'

ELI VER
PIZZA HUT" DELIVERY 15 AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER -

M/F
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DANCING

Rock & Progressive

and the

Little People

COCKTAILS

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

ANN .OUNCES

ECONOMICS
CLUB

ENVIRONMENTAL
SOCIETY

PRESENTS

PRESENTS

•

"'.

DR, JEFFERY EISENACH
l

•

rl.,

~ '

I

•

"'

J

.
OF THE

"

•

MARCH 14 - IRBY PUGH,
ENVIRONMENTAL LAWYER
. "ENvIRONMENT AND WHAT EVERY
CITIZEN CAN DO"
'

..

,.

\

•

.

MARCH 28 - BILL PARTINGTON OF
ENVIRONMENTAL INFO CENTER
"PROGRESS????"

HERITAGE FOUNDATION

•

•

ARPIL 11 - MR. KEN ROSE
WEKIVA RIVER COUNCIL
. HE WILL SPEAK ON THE HISTORY OF
UNITED STATES DRUG POLICY.
-

1THURSDAY, MARCH J6

AT 2:00p.m.
IN CC II 102-103

•

APRIL 25 - DR. PETER C.H. PRITCHARD
OF AUDUBON SOCIETY
"TURTLES AND TORTOISES"

•

1

'

.

FOR MJRE INFORMATION CALL
. NATALIE 679-4310
EVERYCNE WELCCME
HEALTH RESCURCE CENTER
(NEXT 10 HEALTH CENTER)
6: 00 P .M.

•

..
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Peace Corps
On-Campus Interviews
March 23, 1989
(Career Resource Center)

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a
paycheck. In science, education, agriculture, forestry, home
economics, industrial arts and other areas, Peace Corps volunteers
are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime:
• Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve
scholarships and assistantships specifically for former
Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service.
• Quality work experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills.
• Postponement of educational loans.
• $5,400 completion-of-service allowance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures .
• And much more. Contact your Placemen! Office for an
interview appointment today.

STEROIDS
FROM PAGE 1

sional boxer, working out and
increasing the drug use.
Decreased stamina and
cramps did not hamper his
program or determination to
become a champion through
the use of steroids.
Not until training for a 1979
fight with the European
Heavyweight Champion did
he realize the drugs were destroying his career. Hazelton
said that in spite of the fact
that his right leg had turned
black, his managers refused to
cancel the fight, which he lost.
His career as a professional
fighter was over.
His troubles with steroids
had just begun.
As he directed his attention
toward body building, Hazelton accepted an offer to travel
as a body guard for Van Halen
in 1983. He said that continued use of the steroids seemed
necessary to keep up his size
and strength.
For two years, he underwent bypass surgeries and
vein grafts, but all were unsuccessful.
After the developing blood

9

clots in his lungs, doctors inserted a filter in his heart to
trap any other clots that might
form. Finally, in 1985, Hazelton lost all circulation in his
right leg. Doctors were forced
to amputate it. In 1987, his left
leg had to be amputated.
Today, Bob Hazelton is
completely dependent on his
wheel chair. "I cannot think of
anything in the world worth
sacrificing that for. It's just
not worth it," he quietly said.
Several students in the
mostly athletic crowd had
questions for Hazelton. One
asked where he got his steroids.
Hazelton explained the
cheapest place to purchase
them was on the black market.
"Wh at gives yo u th e
strength to go on?" asked another.
"I was saved in the hospital
and became a Christian," responded Hazelton.
Hazelton attested that, regardless of what type of steroids one uses or how often,
they will cause damage in one
form or another.
Anyone with questions regarding this discussion may
direct them to the campus
Alcohol and Drug Center.

MR.
Auto ~
INSURANCE

PEACE CORPS
MIAMI RECRUITING AREA OFFICE
330 BISCAYNE BLVD.
Room 420
Miami, FL 33132

OF UNION PARK, INC.
10408 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando. Flonda 32817
(407) 282-2886
AUTO • HOME. • LIFE • HEALTH • COMMEFICIAL • BOHO:<;

CALL TOLL FREE AT: 1.. soo ..46 .. 2745

We Specialize In
saving you money

ACADEMIC PEER ADVISEMENf TEAM
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY OF A .L IFETIME!
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22 nd
MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS

APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE
.·

• Counseling & Testing
• Student Affairs
• · Kiosk
• Student Center ·
Main Desk
• Main Office of
your college

• 2.5 Overall G.P.A., 3.0 .
Graduate Students
• Available to work during
the summer semester, 1989
• Minimum of 24 Semester
Hours completed by Spring
1989 at U.C.F.
• Good interpersonal skills
(

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, _ ~ALL COUNSELING &TESTING, X·2811 ·
.

.-,

....

...

NEEDED
Please·Attend

HOMECOMING COMMITTEE
MEETING
March 15, 1989
Student Center Room 214

•
Student Gov rnment/R creational

YEARBOOKS
ARE ON SALE

rv1c •s

Knight-Light
Softball Tournament

NOW

March 19, 1989 at ll:OOam

IN THE KIOSK.

at the Intramural Ball Field.

ONLy 2,000 BOOKS ARE ON
ORDER. BUY YOURS NOW. FIRST
COME, FIRST SERVE.

•

.•

I

One-Pitch
Co-Ed Teams
Double Elimination
Entry Deadline March 17

ONLY $25.00 EACH.
($3 postage if necessary)
BOOKS WILL ARRIVE IN EARLY
-

-

-

There will be refreshments and entertainment.
Entry fee: $30 for students & $80 for outside lea ms.

For more information call X24a3.
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COUPON

:

·:
!LECTltlC CIRCUS . :
:• MiffJM&QitJL.!fii&biQi·ill
~
With This Coupon
•
:

Lake Howell Square

•
:

1271 State Rd. 436
Casselberry, Florida

•NEXT To UNITED ARnsTS

Goldenrod Square

:

4084 North Goldenrod Rd. •
Winter Park, Florida
:

0NEMA

NEXT To PLITT CINEMA

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IBch live

ACROSS FROM UCF

380-7622

AEROBIC EXERCISE
Developing Your Persona.I Aerobics Plan
You're convlnced--aeroblc exercise can strengthen your heart,
Improve your body's use of oxygen, and contribute to your
overall health. So where do you
begin? First, find your target heart range (THR). Then select
aerobic activities that flt your physical oondltlon, personal Interests, and environment. Finally, make a commitment toexerclse
aerobically for 20-30 minutes a minimum of 3 times a week.

FINDING YOUR THR
Your THR Is the safest range of heartbeats per minute during
exercise. To find your approximate THR, subtract your age
form 220 and multlply the answer by 60% and by 80%. Alm for
the low range when you first begin, gradually working up to the
higher range. Count your heartbeats by taking your wrist or
neck pulse for 15 seconds and multlplylng the count by 4 . It you
have an existing medical condition or family history of heart disease, your healthcare professional can best determine your
THR.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT AEROBICS

®
®

Jogging/
Running

@Bicycling

TIME FOR AEROBICS

In order to be effective, aerobics should be done for at least 20..
30 minutes a m,lnlmum of 3 times a week. In lees time than
the average TV •sitcom• you can actively enjoy yourselfwhlle
you Improve your health. You can find ways to flt aerobics Into
your busy schedule-walk during lunch, blcycle to work, Invite
a friend to a game of handball rather than ou t for drinks. It's
a question of priorities. When you set fitness and health as a
personal priority, you' II find time for fitness.

REAPING THE REWARDS
Once you've made the commitment to a regular aerobic
exercise program, you'll know that you're doing one of the
nicest things posslble for yourself--you're strengthening your
heart, keeping your body In shape, and Improving your quality
of life. You'll have more stamina, a brighter outlook, and a
sense of commlttment and control over llfe that will enable you
to handle life's dally challenges.

--MEETING

Walking

Swimming

With so many acilvltles to choose from, you may not know which
aerobics are best for you. In most cases, the best activities are
those that you will enjoy and will keep up with. They are the
ones that are approplate for your age and physical condition .
•The list of aerobic activities at right can help you with you
choices.

SCHEDULING

ACTIVITY

~

Aerobic
Dancing

~

BENEFITS

DRAWBACKS

Excellent ovcrall coo- Takes most people
ditiooer; can be done longer to reach THR;
c.an be harder to fit into
by almost anyone.
busy schedules.

Excellent overall con- Can stress bones and
ditiooer. Requires no joints; c.an be too strenequipment other than uous for beginners/
overweight persons.
shoes.

Exercises large musdes in legs, anns and
chest; does oot stress
bones and joints.

Must have access to
pool; may be poor
choice for people with
chlorine sensitivity.

Exercises large muscles in legs; does not
stress bones and
joints.

Must purchase equipment; can be difficult to
pursue in poor weather
or in very hilly areas.

Excellent overall conditioner; can be done
in class and/or at
home.

Requires instruction
(class, videotape, etc.);
high-impact can stress
bones and joints.

Handball/
Racquetball Excellent overall con- Requires partner,
ditioner when done
correctly; a social
activity.

equipment and facilities;
can be too strenuous
for beginners.

®
TIMES-------------------

STRESS
BUSTERS
Manage your stress
Wednesdays at 11 am

STARSS

Weight loss
Wednesdays
at 10am
Thursday at 6 pm

SWAT
Wellness Club
Wednesdays
at4 pm

ACOA
Call Debra
Kusma at
X2811

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841

By Karen Wedner

If you sustain a minor sprain--remember
"R.I.C.E." for immediate self treatment:
R = Rest the involved body part
I = Ice (to reduce swelling)
C =Compression (ace bandage) to
minimize swelling
E = Elevate ( to reduce swelling )
Discontinue the activity that caused the
injury and seek appropriate medical
advice or care

AA
Wednesdays
at noon

SADD

i:~·'

.~~

Wednesdays at~~
5 pm

Opinion 11•!11rit1111•111J111Jt111l•&•~1•••••1~.;~•..,~
Spring Break '89:
What the hail, and
other complaints

TJIEWAR oN PRUGS

·~

In a constant effort to find something to complain
about, The Central Florida Future's editorial board
has decided to officially complain about SpringBreak
'89.
There are two main factors to consider when thinking about why this year's break seemed like such a
dud: (1) the weather and (2) the fact that UCF's break
was about two weeks earlier than other area educaSUBSIDIZE THE CRoPS,
THE CRoP5,
tional institutions.
If you traveled eastward for the usual dose of sun,
ExECUTE
fun, frolic and alcohol, all you ran into was Bike
AND BL.AME
AND REHABIL.ITATE
Week in Daytona, as well as a lot ofrain and golf-ball
size hail.
USERS.
~ ,~
If you traveled anywhere else in Florida, not only
f'?d:I<:( ""1TN . ~
lllEWS· NEA ''
did you get the same amount of rain (and even snow
flurries in some places), but you most likely didn't see
any of your old friends home on their Spring Break
either.
The other Florida (and many other southeastern
universities) decided to have their Spring Break during a more logical time - spring.
There is some logic behind this 3pparent schedul• CENSORED FREEDOMS
essary to make that system more great differences between his theing snafu, however.
ory and those countries which
fair.
With major universities having their breaks at
claim to practice at least some of
Editor:
DiSalvo
has
exhibited
gross
Mr.
different times, Daytona can better monitor the balI would like to express my sup- intolerance in demanding that his theory, they would be able to
cony divers. The beaches aren't as crowded at one port fot the writers who gathered certain posters, not to his liking, be criticize Marx and communist
time and motel rooms are more accessible.
in New York City last week to banned from our campus and as movements more intelligently.
Still, we have a big problem with the person in protest the murder contract issued such, has questioned the worth of They would also realize that the
charge of the weather.
against Salman Rushdie by the freedom.
past actions (slaughters) of
If it sounds like we are just whining, you're right. Ayatollah Khomeini, and also to
"Marxist" government involve
But, we do offer some suggestions for next year, answer the outlandish demand by
Vince Bristol numerous other cultural and hisMr. DiSalvo which calls for the
English education torical factors, not just the "Marxthough.
ist" factor.
(1) Have Student Government organize a Spring removal of the Karl Marx posters
What is at stake in the book
Bre?.k. committee. This committee could work with from the university book store. • MARXlST PHILOSOPHY
store's sale of the poster is a
other university committees to time Spring Break a Both Khomeini's latest act ofterrorism and Mr. DiSalvo's insis- Editor:
student's right to pursue acalittle better.
tence that the book store censorits
I am compelled to respond to demic interests in the way ofhis or
(2) To save students some hassle, this committee
merchandise are evidence of the David DiSalvo's letter concerning her choice. If a student chooses,
could reserve UCF a certain amount of hotel rooms at frightening growth of intolerance the book store's sale of posters of then, to buy a Marx poster, then
Daytona, Cocoa and various west-coast beaches. abroad and in America.
simple-minded, ignorant attiKarl Marx
When students want a room, they can go to Kiosk and
For any person who values libDiSalvo makes the simple- tudes must not be allowed to prepurchase their room at a discount.
erty, this preponderance of intol- minded assumption that just be- vent it.
(3) Hire an outside consultant on the weather. If erance that we have been witness- cause posters of Marx are being
Brian Grussaute
we act fast, we could easily hire Mike Burger, for- ing recently should be seen as a sold, he is thought of as a gy-eat
political science
merly ofWCPX, Channel 6, before some other univer- woeful source of frustration and hero by whoever in the book store
distress.
is responsible for their sale. Has it
sity Spring Break committee snaps him up.
For over a decade, American occurred to DiSalvo that the book • GAY CLUB LACKS SUPPORT
(4) The last suggestion would simply insure UCF
officials,
athletes, business repre- store apparently recognizes that
students all the rest and sun they need to finish a
sentatives and military service- students may buy the posters sim- Editor:
tough semester with a clear mind.
men and servicewomen have had ply because they take great interIn response to C. Jansen's letHave something like what northern schools call to take extraordinary measures to est in Marx for his relevant contriter in the February 21 issue: I
snow days.
ensure their safety while trav- butions to political philosophy? A wou]d like to target a particular
For each day students can't bask in the sun due to elling and working in Europe and student buying the poster does not aspect of the point of view exthe weather, the Spring Break should be extended an the Middle East. They have been necessarily indicate that he or she pressed. Jansen equates a gay
extra day (or two, depending on how much it rains forced to endure the loss of certain believes in Marx's theories, but club with a glee club or Key club.
and how stressed-out the students are because of it). freedoms, while we at home rather it indicates an academic He could have easily said that the
Just some thoughts on an obviously slow week for viewed terrorism as a "foreign interest in Marxism as well as in gay club deserves a charter as
problem."
political philosophy in general. In much as a white supremacist or
opinionated news.
However, we have seen recently other words, buying a poster of devil worship club. The point is,
thathere in Central Florida neigh- Marx doesn't make one a Marxist! such organizations are not charborhood movie theaters and book
Therefore, the book store's sale tered because they lack support.
*he Central Florida Future
stores have been the targets of of this i tern in no way contradicts
Jansen speaks of freedoms of
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
terrorist threats. Crazed individu- the goals of the university, which speech and assembly as guaranBusincas Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
als, opposed to freedom, have are to provide and promote univer- teed by the Constitution.
s~read terrorism to our commusal knowledge and interests, part
What he, and all of us, often
Editor In Chief
r... ;y. Consequently, we too must of which mcludes a student's right forget is that our society is (and
now be concerned about the threat to pursue any of those academic should be) a balance between
Leslie M. Jorgensen
of terrorism and wonder what interests in any way he or she personal freedoms and majority
Managing Editor
Dave Schlenker precautions we may be forced to chooses; including buying a poster rule. In many aspects of our socit,ctke to safeguard ourselves and of Marx.
Deputy Managing Editor/
ety we have let the majority (or a
Design
Such a display of an academic whole bunch of individuals) down
R. Scott Horner lP·ved ones.
Terrorism springs from intoler- interest in no way opposes or in favor of the almighty individNews EdHor
Crickett Drake
Sports EdHor
Chris Brady ance and unless intolerance is threatens our capitalist system or ual.
Confetti Editor
Suzannah G. Terry vigorously fought, all Americans those students who wish to be a
If there is a majority of stuCopy Editor
Eric Dentel will soon have to resign them- part of it. Marxism does indeed dents who don't want a gay club on
Photo Editor
Angie Hyde selves to permanently living with envision the end of capitalism, but campus, they should be listened
Production Manager
Kasha Kitts terrorism. Furthermore, if we al- does anyone see capitalism in our to.
low certain individuals to main- society coming to an end? Most
The clubs and organizations
tain that their rights hold absolute people probably don't; I don't, nor that are sanctioned by our school
ascendancy over the rights of oth- do I wish to see it end. Communism are a reflection of the student
Business Manager
Scott Buss
Ad Production Manager
Charmaine Mendoza ers, the inescapable result will be is neither realistic or desirable. body. I would like to be on a camClassified Manaqer
the eventual death of our liberty. Karl Marx was obviously wrong, pus without a chartered gay club,
Scott Pruitt
Mr. DiSalvo should be thankful then, so no such threat exists.
and urge any others who feel as I
Opinions expressed lnThe CenJralFlorldo. F"'""' are those of the newspaper or lndlvid·
for men like Karl Marx and for the
The threat exists only in the do to "come out of the closet."
ual columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Ad·
ministration, or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be iyped and Include the
Americans who tolerated Marx's minds of people who know little or
author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing for
grammar and space and become the copyrighted property of the newspaper.
ideas enough to see that changes nothing about Marx. If they did
Ray Strunk
Names may be 'withheld but the newspaper reserves the right to refuse publication
in our capitalist system were nee- know more about him and the
of any letter. The Cen1ralFlorldo. Fut11Te Is a free .non-profit newspaper published twice
engineering technology

DESTRoY

THE PUSHERS

THE U5£RS.

weekly during the academic year and weekly during the summer.

EXoNERAT£ THE PuStiERS

THE

•

·..
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by Scott

CAMPUS LITE
[)URWG 8PRING BREAk SfcV€

AND I WENT lo l>AYTONA FOR.
BIKE WEEK AND ~A() A BLAST
J./ANGIN<J cur WITH SOME: !JIG
BELL/GD, nrrcio-AR/'v!El>,
LEA.THtR-JAcKErGD, J.IAl2lliY
{) AY!D50N RIOIW6 BIKERS.

Wt Dt<ANK 8E£k', BELCJ.IGD,
$AT AeOONb ON OUR

mosE

6UYS

~€AT€D

A REAL 8/KFR EUPl>Y.

Cl-IOPPEes AND WATc.U€[)

Mf l/Kc

J.Jow C0/'4~ 7f.15Y DIDN'T
IR£AT /'1c LIX€
A BUDDY'!'

I'M SD~RY. BUT A &:.14WIN
ID-SP££D JUST ~N'1 GAIN

SQ I Wli.SN'T
BORN To

MUCJ.I fWSP!CT IN BIX!R CJ~ClES.

f£ WILD.

UGLY BIKER Cf..llCXS WtTl-I
LON6,SA~~

BRA-LFSS
SRfASTo.

'

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

RUBES®

overcome
35 Spokewh ,
speech
Impediment
38 Gaelic
39 Edlble seed
41 Otherwise
42 Damp
43 Poets
45 Sched. abbr.
46 Half an em
47 More pltlful
49 Article
50 Small wave
52 Builds
54 Frocks
55 Mediterranean
vessel

19 Biggest
21 Spire
23 Standard
measur E.\
25 Worn awa~
27 Compass point
29 Greek letter
32 Drain
33 Peaceful
34 Extras
35 Females

36 Landed
property
37 College olflclalR
40 Trar. sgre" S
43

by Leigh Rubin

~~~~~~~~~,~

..

I

• ·1

f

.~ut' :

companion
44 Withered
4 7 Health resort
48 Soak, as flax
51 River In Italy
53 Symbol for
cerium

aJLY 18f SrRoNG
\f/J LL

suw1v

Solution

DOWN
1 Feel regret

ACROSS

15 Supplications

1 lrrita1es
6 Small bottle
11 European
12 Second of two
14 Above

25 Diminutive
17 Proceed
suffix
18 Lamprey
26 Run aground
20 Fear
28 Diatribe
21 Weaken
30 Weapon
22 Projecting tooth 31 Garden tool
24 Finish
32 At1empts to

2 Either
3 Demon
4 Fat of swine
5 Trapped
6 Begs
7 Difficult
8 Possessive
pronoun
9 Near
10 Ambassador
11 Estimate
13 Lassoed
16 Deep yearning
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Am Ia
Responsible
Drinker?

C.A.D.A.C.
BY

SHARONKRONSCHNABL
EXT 5841

FOR INFORMATION

S.A.D.D. - Wed 5:00pm
-Wed Noon
A.A.
ACOA - Call
RESPONSIBLE DRINKING

is drinking that doesn't hann yourself or others, physically or emotionally. Being sensible
about your drinking means being aware of HOW you drink. If you choose to drink, as most SIUC students do, ask yourself these
questions and determine just how responsible you are ... or what behaviors you need to improve.

DO I:

13

* EAT before or while drinking, preferably high protein, non-salty snacks?
* SIP drinks for enjoyment, not gulp them for effect?
* DRINK to accompany other social activities rather than "just" drink?
* KNOW my personal limits and stick to them?
* PACE my drinks at the rate of one, not more than two, per hour?
* REFUSE to be pressured into drinking more than I want to?
* FEEL comfortable saying, "No, thanks" or "I'd rather have orange juice"?
* RESPECT those who choose not to drink, whatever their reasons?
* INFORM myself about alcohol's effects~
* MAKE sure I don't drink if I'm taking other medication?

* REFRAIN from driving after drinking and PREVENT others from doing so?
* SEEK help if I'm having alcohol-related problems?

Remember:

FRIENDS
DON'T LET
·FRIENDS

DRIVE DRUNK

Matches Billiards & Games of Winter Park &
Hoffner Center, is now hiring cocktail waitresses & bartenders. Full & Part time positions
avallable. Apply at University & Goldenrod
store or call 657-1302.

B11t1111111111111111111111 t111t11111c11111
Alpha Tau Omega
Welcome back all Brothers, Pledges, and
Little Sisters II I hope everyone had agreatand
safe MSpring Break"! Rush meeting Thurs,
9:00 pm. Lil Sis P.J. party Friday. Meeting
Sunday, Be There! Let's get ready for
~REEK WEE~ll

Delta Tau Delta
Welcome Backl Hope everyone had a great
Spring Break. Start preparing for Greek Week,
it's coming up quick. Remember, Sorority
service project this Sat. Sunday, Chapter
meeting at 7:00.

Female Roommate Wanted. New house,
great location - one mile from UCF. Own room,
washer and dryer, many other amenities.
$200 +utilities. Call Robert at 679-9076.
Responsible Roommate Wanted.
Female non-smoker, nice furnished 312 apt.
w/ washer/dryer. Curryford area. Close to E/
W, Airport, and UCF .Nice environment $235 +
1/3 util. Call Melody 275-3696 leave mssge.

Need Roommate, looking tor Female nonsmoker, 4 miles from UCF, furnished, $205 +
1/2 utilities. 366-1896.

For Sale: 76 Olds Cutlass Supreme. 455
engine runs good, needs some appearance
work. Asking $700. call 689-3783 after 6 pm.

Part time employment available for a civil
engineering student. Flexible working hours.
Earn up to $6.00 an hour working 15 to 20
hours a week. Contact Steve Helle at 6574530.

Ford Fiesta 79 Runs Good, Sun Roof, tape
deck $600. Call 678-8643 evenings.
"Attention-GovernmentSeized Vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chavys.
Surplus Buyers Gulde. 1-602-838-8885 ,...~.
A5780."

Engineering/ Math Typing Specialist.
Theses! Dissertations I Resumes I Paper
reasonable rates. Editing service. Oays I
Evenings I Weakends. Dian 273-9780.

..,J.

1965 Ml·~~1·J VS, 3-speed, Runs good
$1900' '~5- 62f .
!• ' Tru<- You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 J' rough
the'.'" llvvernment?Get the facts today!Cal
1-312-71tl-1112 Ext 689.

Kappa Delta
Welcome Back! KO Ladies are ready for
Derby, Weluvyou DC! Kickoff at Matches, be
there. Dawn, this is going to be a great Shamrock Project! Kappa Delta is Awesome!

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word orocessing.
Fast• Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTE RS 277-9600

~#11

·eov gx sitters needed for Fri. & Sat.
(' "Jy hol"'b 11efn•' 10 p- • nr'l<'
own rrans. We live N of Li.11~ 1r!.1r• anc , "
..J.,an in McCu111 :<: 1 Fo.ri:ist. ';aJi C bbie at
657-ti259.
9 • .:iir,gs

Ty ,.iinp, W >•d Proce· '.:i, it Copy service
ava.la! •.... <:all Margie at · 8P 91 a~.
LE"t n1e 1pe your terf"1 ~~oer, ectl Call
. ar 'lqG-311.:!f •·2.00 " P?'Je.

~'lY ~

t , ITENTION: Excellent Inc ~' , Ir~ home
assembly work. Info. Ca 1504 5o 6-170(•Dept.
p307

Easy Workl Excellent Pay! Assem:>le produtts at home. Call for information. 504-64181")()3 Ext.2568

Germc. 1 1-3, F ench 1.

f: 7 ~8643.

Apt 1 bdrm. Walk to UCF. $250. call 8517235.
UCF Area - 2 Bedroom Townhouse. Appliances, Washer + Dryer. $400.00 m/o plus
deposit. Gold Star Realty of Fla., Inc. Assoc.
#Sn-3786.
Golden Key Honor Society
Lynnetta, Troy and Linda- Thanks for all of
your help over Spring Break!! Membersthere's a meeting this Thursday, March 16, in
CEBA 224 at 7 pml Be there for conference
info!
Quotes
C-Day is communications day. All Comm.
Majors are invited to lake Claire, Match 17
from 12-4 for free Hot dogs and Cokes. Come
play volleyball, throw a frisbee, or just enjoy
the fun. Wear green to celebrate St Patrick's
Day!
Your turure in Advertising. Quotes is sponsoring an Advertising panel on Wednesday
March 15 in SC 211 at 4 pm . Haw your
questions answered by professionals in the
industry.
St1.lden1 Veteran's Association

EX-Gl:The StlJdentVeteran'sAssoc. is taking
orders for EX-GIJerseys-3!1. Stop by the VA
or call 'D07 for more details. The best GI is an
EX-GI. deadline is April 3, 1989.

PRSSA
PRSSA- All students interested in Publlc Relations -. •e invited to attend an important
meeL 1g of the Public Relations Srudent Society of America We will be forming committees
and planning upcoming Public Relations
projects. The meeting will be Wednesday,
March 15 at 3:00 in the Student Organization
Lounge (across from student mailboxes in the
Student Center).
Doctor Who I Sci Fi Fans I Anyone interested
in joining a OW/SF Club on camp. contact Jim
Sunshine 275-7235.

Chancellors Row, large 2bdrm/ 2bth, eat In
kitchen and dining room, wash& dry, pool+
tennis. $600 per month 6n-1111.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1) 805-687-0000
Ext GH 4628 for current repo list
Prom Gown: Full length, size 5, Lilac, worn
once $75. Call 658-1652 alter r
Professional Quality Art Lithographs. Our free
color catalog features 11 artists 11 styles,
send siamp to Stewart Box 36037-VF Grosse
Pte., Ml. 48236.
1976 Bass Boar 95 H.P. Mere. Power trim tilt
depth finder fishing chairs. Call P. Cunningham 2381.
Foreign Students Job- Hunting Guide (rev
1989). Send $19.95 for the step - by - step
guide. Ivy Soft, P.O. Box 241090, Memphis,
Tn. 38124-1090.
"Attention - Government Homes from $1 (Urepalr). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8685 Ext GH5780.
S.E. Orlando 312, kitchen w/ dining area, office, screened porch. Cent. AIH. Fenced. Low
down, assumable. $59 ,900. 'D3-1113.

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries
Earn $600+ per week in cannery, $8,000$12,000+ for two months on fishing vessel.
Over 8,000 openings. No ex:>erience
necessary. Male or Female. For 64-page
employment booklet, send $6.95 to M&L
Research, Box 84008-XG, Seattle. WA
98124.-30 day, unconditional, 100% money
back guarantee.

Camp Counselors for Physically Impaired. The Florida Easter Seal Camp Challenge.
Earn college credit and salary while gaJning
great exp. for Resume. Room and board free I
Cabin Counselors, Lifeguards, and Program
Specialists needed. Located 1 hr. N of
Orlando. Call 407-886-6553 for an appt Of'
write to Rt. 1 Box 350 Sorrento, Fl. 32776.
Florida Marketing Opportunity, Marian Farms
Inc. A Central Florida peat Mining Co. and
Tree Farm Operation, 30 miles west of
Orlando, has an opening for a Sales Rep to
cover Cenrral- Ea.st Florida, marketing soil
mixes to nurseries and trees to developers.
Requlrement.s: Degree, prior saltis experience, proven maturity and stability, organized,
teachable. Compensation: $17,000- $20,000
plus car, expenses. benefits and future
commission bonus. Reside any where In
Central Florida. Call David Counihan, V.P cJ
o Marian Farms or Shawn Hillary collect at
904-4~151.

AttenbOn • Hiring! Gowmment jobs - your

area $17,840 · $69,485. Call 1-602-8388885. EXT R5780.
Planning A Trip To Europe? Join the Euro
Work & Travel Club, e.nd save $1 OO's, fr finance your entire trip by working as you travel.
For tull details, send a SAE plus $2 p&h to:
EWTC, Suite 211, 91 Point Judith Road,
Narragansen, RI 02682.

Getting Married? Need Silk Flowers?
Call Silks -N- Such for all your silk flower
needs. Rent or buy. 332-8555.
Attorney Wayne Shoemaker, former Asst.
Stace Attorney, Defense of: DUI, Traffic Citations, Easy Pymt. Plan, Free office consult
843-0750.
Video Taping Service available for: Parties,
Birthday's, Wedding's, and etc. Also, Need a
copy of your worldly possessions on tape for
insurance purposes? Call sn-7563 for more
infonnation.

Welrome Back a' ..iu ".jkiers from Heir. I
hope you all had a gr .:at time while I sat at
home and studied A11y broken 1£:Qs? or anything else?
103A,
Put another log on the fire, because you need
another drink. Look
who's not here. Isn't it convenient
Honorable Powder Monkeyson.
Robin,
Good shot the other night Now that Oscar is
gone let's get Felix. Of course we'll saw the
P1edges for dessert.
Mike.

Excellent W0<d Processing · 366-0538.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
Fas1 Typing Service
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. Visa & Mastercard. Over
18,300 satisfied students and only 4
grouches I
671-3007.

Resumes and cover letters . Designed, revised. typed· 657-0079.

KCO Inc. WPlOP $1- 2.50/ pg. 678-6735.
Papers Typed, Rsnble Rates 677-7073.

Tall beautiful Female, looking for a ..
Want to put in a lonely Heart, but don't know
what to do? Justs top by the Future's business
office and fill out a Lonely Heart form. For more
info call Scott ar ext 2601. And start getting
great results I

•

Want to respond to a Lonely Heart, but don't
know how.? Jusr write your response.put it in
an envelope with your name and address in
the upper left hand comer, put the LH# in the
lower left hand comer, and a stamp on the
upper right hand comer. Put that enwlope in
another envelope with $1 and send it to The
Cenrral Florida Furure P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, Fl. 32816. c/o Lonley Hearts. Or
bnng it by the Future's business office during
regular business hours.

L·1Ve5

Win Tickets to an
n~h
·
Orlando Movie Premiere
e1[

Chevy Chase stars in Universal's new comedy "Fletch Lives" as a wise-cracking investigative newspaper reporter
who relies on a number of assumed identities to help solve an unusual murder case.
Pictured below are the many faces of Chevy Chase as he appears in "Fletch Lives." Based upon the following five
photos, devise the cleverest and most outrageous captions that match the spirit of "Fletch Lives" while providing
a reasonable answer to the question "What is this man saying?"

3

5

Bring your entry to the Future News office March 14 or 15. Tickets will be awarded on a first come
first served basis while supply lasts. One pair per winner.
'
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Lady Knights lose in tourna ·
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Lady Knights made an early exit in the
New South Women's Athletic Conference tournament, losing to the Mercer Teddy Bears 8675 March 2, to close out their season.
"The game was a review of the entire season," Lady Knight coach Beverly Knight said.

•

Mercer jumped to a nine point first half
advantage, led by 6-2 center Kersten Skagius.
Skagius led all scorers with 26 points.
"We did not play very well in the first half
defensively," Knight said. "We did not contain
Mercer's top player in the first half. Mercer
came out with Skagius scoring at will. She's
almost unstoppable."
UCF rallied back from a 50-41 deficit in the
second half. They pulled within three points
with four and a half minutes to play. But three
consecutive turnovers, in which Mercer turned

•

•

.

CLASSIC
FROM PAGE 16

coach. Phelan has compiled a
663-297 record in his 35 years
as the Mountaineers' coach.
"I thought UCF and ourselves were the best teams at
the Merrill Lynch Classic. We
have similar schedules in that
we both played some top notch
Division I teams this year,"
said Phelan.
UCF finishes this season
with a record of 7-20, which
includes some tough road
losses against teams like Florida State, Iowa, Alabama, and
Auburn
UCFs Pat Crocklin, Ben
Morton and Ken Leeks were

selected to the Merrill Lynch
Classic all-tournament team.
Mount St. Mary's senior
Mike Tate was named the
tournament MVP. Against the
Knights, Tate scored 23
points, grabbed nine rebounds, and dished out eight
assists.
"UCF played a tough physical game. It was hard to match
up against them inside. We
were fortunate to get this win,"
said Tate. Nicholls State won
what turned out to be the consolation game of the tournament. They beat Warner
Southern 71-56 in the first
game played Saturday night.
In the first game Friday night,
Mowit St. Mary beat Nicholls
State 85-82.

r---------------------,

FREE

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 16

would be okay."
The Knights tied the score
in the bottom of the fourth.
Chuck Graham's singled in
Carlos Agurto then scored the
tying run on a single by Kiser.
Randy Kotchman drove in
Steve McClellen in the seventhinningto give the Knights
their margin of victory.
The Knights began spring
break on a down note. They
lost to Wisconsin, 9-7, March 3
to drop under .500 for probably
the last time this year.
The loss stung even more as
centerfielder Mike Josephina
went down with a knee injury.
Josephina leads UCF with a
.371 average and had hit safely
in each of the 15 games he has
played this year. Bergman
expects him back by the end of
next week.
A .500 record at the end of
February was not unexpected.

into points, ended the comeback .
Knight said, "Th" key to the comeback was
aggressive defense by Yolanda Rhodes, rebowiding by Jill Killen and clutch offensive play
by Fayetta Robinson and Stark Welch."
Free throw shooting made a big difference in
the game.
Mercer shot 82 percent and outscored UCF
by 11 points from the charity stripe. The Lady
Knights shot only 67 percent from the free
throw line.
Welch led the Knights with 20 points and
Robinson added 14. Both were playing in their
last game for UCF.
Stetson University won the tournament with
a victory over Florida International, who won
the NSWAC's regular season title.
The NSWAC conference also named its all
conference teams, and UCF's Fayetta Robinson
was name first team all conference. Stark
Welch made honorable mention. Kacie Kemmer
was named first team all-academic.

"Coach (Bergman) told us
that if we get by February a
.500 we'll roll the rest of the
way," Kiser said.
And roll they did. UCF came
back to take the next three
games against Wisconsin, including a13-4 win in the series
finale.
The Knights also shelled
the University of Pittsburgh
10-2 and 16-1 for their other
two victories the past week.
Kiser spoke of the importance of the wins over Michigan and Oklahoma.
"Those were big wins. The
NCAA will look to those victories at the end of the year when
they give tournament bids,"
Kiser said.
A leading hitter for the
Knights this year besides Josephina has been Crone. In
just over one third of the at
bats he had last year, Crone
already surpassed last year's
total for home runs and is
within five RBI's of last year's
total. He leads the team with

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships. grants. and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests. career plans. family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers, grocery clerk!., cheerleaders. non-smokers ... etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.

CALL

For A Free Brochure
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ANYTIME
(800) 346-6401
L __
___________________
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NEW from Hewlett-Packard

The HP-148 Business Calculator

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

The HP-425 RPN Scientific Calculator

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

Come in and try one today.

m

FAO"'I

HEWLETT

~/!..9 PACKARD

four home runs and 21 RBI's
and is batting .309.
Bill O'Toole took over for
Josephina and sports a .333
average and is tied with Kiser
with 12 RBI's.
After beginning the year
hitting .133, Kiser has been
hittingata .31 7 clip to raise his
average to .239. Kiser said he
is feeling more comfortable at
the plate after his slow start.
"I was seeing a lot of breaking balls early on. I didn't feel
comfortable," Kiser said.
The pitching staff has been
solid of late also. After giving
up 22 earned runs in three
games against Miami, the
Knights earned run average
over the games since has been
an impressive 2.98.
Rich Polak (2.15), Brian
Ahem (2.46), Brandon Turner
(2. 73) and David Goins (3-2)
have been the top pitchers this
year.
Elton Barks and Kevin Bass
have won two games apiece in
relief.

CARTER
FROM PAGE 16
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . than Carter, and will be able to
offer more scholarships and
hire an assistant.
"We're going to give him a
budget that is going to allow
12255 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ACROSS FROM UCF •277-1454
him to do more than coaches in
BURBS (PG)
THE THREE FUGITVES (PG-13)
the past had," McDowell said.
2. 00-4·~:00-8:00-10: 15
2:1Q..4:1Q-6. 10-8:10-10:10
Carter began his coaching
MISSISSIPPI BURNING CR)
RAIN MAN (R)
1:SCHl:35-7:20-9:50
1:55-4·.d0-7: 15-9:55
career at Daytona Beach
Community College (1976-80)
POLICE ACADEMY 6 CPG)
ALL SEI"\
A'JS
2:15-4 l!X>: l~: l0-10: 15
where he is credited with reBill a TED'S EXCELLENT ADVENRJRE (PG)
TODI"\
AV
2:05-4:Q5.6:05-8:0S-10:05
l
storing the basketball pro2.SQ
gram.
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The WE>dding of Your Dreams Starts at Brenner's
• Free Layaway
•Bridals
• Brides Maids
•Parties

• Mothers' Gowns
• Guest Dresses
•Banquets
•Sizes 3-26 1/2

Special order from all Bridal magazines or choose from
in-stock gowns with no waiting. Central Florida's
reliable wedding tradition for 48 years.

INTERNATIONAL
Calculator & Computer

Call today for an appointment.

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

855-7555

Brenner's Florida Mall
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arter resigns as basketball mentor
Fourth-year coach ends speculation, says time and budget restraints too demanding
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Men's basketball coach Phil Carter
resigned March 5, ending months of
speculation on whether or not he would
be ret ained for next year.
Carter's job status has been the
subject of rumors and questions for
over a year as he's struggled to build a
competitive team under the handicap
of strict budget restrictions.
"I'm r eally happy that Phil decided
that it was in his best interest to step
down. I'm not sure we would have fired
him, but Phil made it easy on everyone," athletic director Gene McDowell
said.
Central Florida Future was unable
to contact Carter who reportedly went
out of town, but he told The Orlando
Sentinel that he felt job demands took
him away from his family too much.
Carter: "It is difficult being a head
coach at an NCAA Division I basketball
program, no matter where. I tried to do
the job the way it should be done by five.

The time
constraints,
energy demands and
mental,
emotional
and physical
demands are
that much
greater. I
had little, if
anything, to
Ph 11 Carter
give
the
people who deserve the most."
McDowell praised Carter for the
way he handled the pressure and criticism.
"He showed a lot of class working
through the circumstances. I'm really
impressed with the man as a person,"
McDowell said. "He worked through a
time of transition. He held it (the basketball program) together during a
survival period."
Carter took over as coach when the
program moved to Division I. Because
of the athletic department's debt, Car-

" It is difficult being a head
coach at an NCAA Division
I basketball pfogram, no
matter where. I tried to do
the job the way it should be
done by five."
- Phil Carter
Men's Basketball Coach
ter never had a Division I budget to
work with. The lack of funds limited
the number of scholarships Carter
could give.
Despite the budgetary constraints,
Carter appeared early to have success.
The team went 12-15 his second year as
coach, an improvement from 6-22 his
first year. But a 9-19 record last year
made his future less secure. A 7-20
record this year sealed his fate.
Going into the season, Carter's hold
on his coaching position was tenuous.
Public support for Carter had waned

over the years.
"It's an accumulative effect over four
years. If he had a dramatic effect in
some area-recruiting, winning, public relations-while he was here, it
would have overcome public sentiment," McDowell said. "It would have
taken a miracle to save himself this
year."
McDowell said there is no time table
set up for hiring a replacement. He said
he will take his time in finding a new
coach, but he expects the process to
take 4-6 weeks. The field of applicants
will be screened to reduce it to around
25 candidates. After more investigation, the list will be reduced to three to
five possibilities from which the new
coach will be picked.
"We're receiving a lot of calls from
top coaches identifying their top assistants as candidates. We've also called
others asking them to apply, but we're
not making any promises to anyone we
call," McDowell said.
The new coach will be paid more

,.

SEE CARTER PAGE 15

Knights finish
second in err·11
ynch Classic
by Glenn carrasqulllo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF basketball team split a two-night homestand in the Merrill Lynch Classic tournament, held
March 3 and 4 in the UCF gymnasium, to close its
season.
UCF beat Warner Southern 78-53 Friday night
and lost to Mount St. Mary, the eventual Merrill
Lynch Classic champions, 99-92 Saturday night.
The Knights had a relatively easy time with NAIA
member Warner Southern in their first game of the
tournament. In that game, Warner Southern did not
score a field goal in the first seven minutes of the
game. UCF scored at will both inside and outside
against the overmatched Warner Southern team as
the Knights went into halftime with a 41-16 lead.
"I wasn't going to let the game get too out of hand.
We're not out there to embarrass anyone," said coach
Phil Carter.
The Knights must have known how the Warner
Southern players felt. UCFhas been on the losing end
of some lopsided games earlier th is season.
"I kind offelt bad for them a little. But they're out
there to .do a job just as w~ are," said .Pat Crocklin.
"Give them (Warner Southern) credit, though.
They kept up the same tempo throughout the game,"
said Carter.
The Warn er Southern squad managed to score
more fre.quently in the second ha]f before the 78-53
fin al was reached.
UCFs second game of the tournament was delayed
momentarily for a tribute to the seniors of the team.
Two starting seniors, Ben Morton and Pat Crocklin, each contributed strong efforts in their last collegiate game. Morton scored 28 points and grabbed 15
rebounds, both team highs for the game.
"I wanted to go out strong, but I really wanted to
win," said Morton.
Crocklin continued his steady play through his
, last collegiate game as he chipped in 21 points including 10 of 13 field goals. Crocklin, like Morton, especially wanted to win this last game, but managed to
remain optimistic.
"Whenever you lose all you can do is ask yourself
if you've tried your hardest. We did that tonight and
we have to be satisfied with that," said Cr ocklin
The difference in th e championsh ip game was the
outside shooting of Mount St . Mary. The Mountaineers made eight three-point attempts in the contest,
while UCF hit two.
Mount St. Mary is coached by Jim Phelan, who is
the second winningest active Division I basketball
SEE CLASSIC PAGE 15

Bill Foxworthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF first baseman Mike Schmit takes a swing In UCF's victory over Bethune-Cookman last month. The
Knights have won eight straight over the break.

UCF on eight-game win strea.k
Baseball team tops nationally ranked Oklahoma, Michigan
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

While the weather put a chill in Central Florida
spring breakers, the Knights baseball team put a
chill in their opponents. The Knights (15-8) created
their own heat in streaking to eight straight victories, including wins over two nationally ranked
teams.
A come from behind victory over the Oklahoma
Sooners highlighted the spring break week for the
baseba11 team. Senior catcher Bobby Kiser slammed
a three-run homer in the bottom of the ninth inning
to lift UCF to a 9-8 vict ory.
"I knew h e was going to th row a curveball," Kiser
said. "A relief pitcher will usually throw his best pitch
first and his best pitch is a curveball."
Oklahoma, ranked twentieth in the nation before
the game, rallied for six runs in the top of the ninth
inning to take the lead. But the Sooner comeback did

not faze UCF coach Jay Bergman.
"It takes 27 outs to win a game. They didn't get
anyone out in the ninth," Bergman said. · A close 3-2 win Saturday over the Michigan Wolverines for UCF's seventh straight victory also highlighted the week. Michigan went into the game
ranked 25th in the nation.
The game marked the return of the Knights' top
pitcher Brian Ahern. He had not pitched since a ~eh.
20 loss to Stetson due to a pulled muscle in his side.
The Wolverines jumped on Ahem for two runs in
the first inning. Michigan capitalized on two infield
singles and a booming double over rightfielder Jim
Crone's head to take the early lead.
But after the shaky start, Ahern limited Michigan
to just four hits the r est of the game although he did
walk four batters. Kiser aided his batterymat e by
throwing out three baserunners.
Bergman said, "I knew if he (Ahem) got started he
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 15
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